Cycle S. is optimal.
-ff"Riese are devices to Initiate the computation without effort and to construct the starting directed tree necessary to satisfy the inductive assumption. 
IS. ABSTRACT
' Associated with each arc of a directed graph are two numbers which will be called arc cost and arc time. The problem is to find that cycle in a graph whose ratio of the sum of arc costs to the sum of arc times around the cycle is a minimum. Application of the simplex method reduces to finding a negative cycle in a graph when arc distances are given which may be positive or negative. The algorithm thus may be viewed as a variant of the shortest route algorithm that yields either the shortest route from a starting node to all others or uncovers a negative cycle.
This problem arose as a sub-problem of a larger problem in which the decomposition principle was used. The application was to ship routing where there are quantities to be shipped between various parts, and vessels have capacities that depend on the type of vessel and type of arc.
